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October 28, 2019

to the WCA Regulations Committee,

Recently, the topic of notation changes for 3x3 fewest moves has been discussed extensively by the
community on some Facebook groups, on github and to a lesser extent on the speedsolving.com forum.
A few days ago I was asked by Lucas, your team leader, to “help put together an unbiased assessment of
what top FMC cubers (and the wider FMC community) think about potential notation changes”. I have
tried to collect this information and I am now reporting to you what I think the community’s opinion is.
In the following I will not make any distinction between the opinions of world-class FMCers and those of
other people, since I have noticed experts leaning on both sides of the argument.

I will not restate my personal opinion, since I have already expressed it on github. Likewise, I will not
spend much time on reporting on the pros and cons that have already been discussed; I will only include
a summary of the points that seemed more important for the community.

Sources.
I have collected most of these data from polls, posts and comments in the Facebook group “Fewest
Moves” which is, to the best of my knowledge, the “public” place where most of the discussion about
FMC happens nowadays - at least among the English-speaking part of the community. As far as I know,
this group is mostly made up of young competitors (less than 20 years old) and predominantly from
“western” countries (Australia, North America, South America and Western Europe). However, I have
not noticed any correlation between the age or country of competitors and their opinion.

tl;dr.
Most of the community does not support the removal of rotations and/or wide moves. Keeping rotations
but counting them as moves is similarly disliked. The removal of the square bracket notation for rotations
is instead in general positively seen.

The polls.
After you proposed the removal of rotations from FMC notation, a number of polls has appeared on the
aforementioned Facebook group. I have attached to this letter a document (attachment 1) containing
their results. The first of them asked “Do you think wide moves and rotations should stay?”, and 153
voters (about 83%) replied “Yes”. Successive polls on the topic of counting rotations as moves obtained
similar results in favor of keeping the current system.

Other polls asked how many ever used rotations and/or wide moves in FMC solves, taking into account
both official attempts and practice solves at home. In this case 116 voters (57%) said they have never
used rotations, and most of those who did (73%) have only ever used the “xyz” notation, while only 8
voters (4%) have always used the bracket notation. Regarding wide moves, 77 voters (47%) declared to
never have used them.

These polls show that the majority of people does not want rotations and wide moves to be removed,
although only roughly half of them has ever actually used these moves. I believe that many people that
voted for the first kind of poll did so while keeping in mind other competitors as well, possibly of different
levels (absolute beginners and/or world-class FMCers).

Bracket notation.
The polls mentioned above show that the preferred way of writing rotations is the “xyz” notation. Most
of the comments suggesting the removal of the bracket notation received positive reactions, and only a
few people stated that they prefer the latter.

Overall, it seems that the “xyz” notation for rotations is de facto the standard, and most people who
write rotations in FMC use it.

On this topic, I would also like to bring your attention to the first comments in attachment 2.



The actual reasons.
Most of the people that are against the proposed changes mentioned two classes of competitors that
would be damaged by the new regulations: advanced solvers and beginners. Let me clarify.

By “being damaged” I mean that one of the following might happen to them in at least some situation:
needing more time to write a solution; not being able to compete in the event; getting a worse result.

Advanced solvers will be damaged by both the removal of rotations and counting rotations as moves
if they employ some “modern” techniques that use slice moves (e.g. slice insertions, center insertions).
These techniques are becoming increasingly popular. When using them it is always possible to reduce
one’s solution to the 18 basic moves, but it may require some extra time.

As for beginners, we should distinguish between two kinds of them: absolute beginners who just try to
write down any (speedsolving) solution to get a result and “advanced” beginners that know how to write
a solution without rotations and some basic FMC techniques. Beginners of the first kind will be damaged
by the removal of rotations in that they won’t be able to compete anymore, and by counting rotations
as moves in that they will get worse results. The second kind of beginners will likely not be affected by
the proposed changes.

Those who are against the changes dislike the idea of damaging competitors, as it will effectively make
the event harder. Some of them claim that making it impossible for absolute beginners to compete in
FMC (by removing rotations entirely) is against the spirit of the WCA.

The people who are in favor of removing rotations or counting them as moves mostly acknowledge that
some classes of competitors will be to some extent damaged by these changes, but are willing to accept it.
Some of them agree that discouraging the use of rotations by counting them as moves, or removing them
entirely, might help beginners in their transition from “absolute beginners” to “advanced beginners”.

A necessity for clarification on the actual benefits.
One of the biggest complaints of the community was that the benefits of the proposed changes are not
enough to counter their negative impact. This is understandable, because the change was intended to
simplify the regulations and benefit graders, not competitors.

I think that, in case you confirm the proposed new regulations for FMC, you should clarify what ad-
vantages the new regulations give, what problems they solve and why this is enough to outweight the
negative impact on FMC competitors.

Conclusion.
In case you find this document is useful in order to make a final decision on the topic, I would ask you
make it publicly available, if possible.

My original goal was to keep this letter as short as possible, but I am afraid I have failed.

Best regards,

Sebastiano Tronto
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